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Abstract
In this paper, by using a priori bounds, topological degree and limiting arguments, we study the existence of periodic solutions
of a class of one-dimensional chain of particles periodically perturbed and with nearest neighbor interaction between particles. We
study the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of periodic solutions in two cases when the number of particles is
finite and infinite and obtain different results.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with the existence of T -periodic solutions of some systems of classical particles
periodically perturbed with nearest neighbor coupling. This problem which have been studied in [1,2] for its applied
backgrounds. In [1], some results of existence of an infinite of periodic solutions of a Toda type and a singular type
are obtained, where, because of the linear friction term, classic variational techniques cannot be used as in [3–6]
for the autonomous conservative case. In [2], the author generalizes the results of [1] and presents the necessary
and sufficient conditions over the mean values of the external forces for the existence of periodic solutions. Some
remarkably different and even opposite results about the finite system and the infinite system are given out. A natural
question is that weather there is an analogous results in the situation when the restoring forces are sub-linear about the
distance between particles, i.e. we assume
(g0) lim|x|→+∞ gi(x) sgn(x) = +∞,
(g1) lim|x|→+∞ gi (x)x = 0, i ∈ Z.
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in both cases of finite system and infinite system. But, in our situation, it is interesting to find there is no necessary
conditions over the mean values of the external forces for existence of the periodic solutions to the infinite lattice and
at the same time there are necessary conditions in the case of finite systems.
The method of proof is that of [1]: first, we study the finite system through a change of variables and then reduce
system to a simpler sub-system that allows the obtaining of a priori bounds of some homotopic equation. By using
the classic tools on topological degree, we get results on finite systems. Second, we are able to use the same a priori
bounds obtained before to pass to the limit and get T -periodic solutions for the infinite lattice. But, in our situation,
we cannot get the priori bounds directly as in [1]. Inspired by the ideal employed in [7], and using recurrence method,
we solve the problem.
2. Finite systems
Let us consider the finite system of n equations⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
x′′1 + cx′1 = −g1(x2 − x1) + h1(t),
x′′i + cx′i = gi−1(xi − xi−1) − gi(xi+1 − xi) + hi(t), i = 2, . . . , n − 1,
x′′n + cx′n = gn−1(xn − xn−1) + hn(t).
(2.1)
We are going to look for T -periodic solutions of (2.1) on the configuration space
Hn =
{
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ C2(R)n:
T∫
0
x0(t) dt = 0
}
.
By a T -periodic solution we understand a solution x ∈Hn such that xi(0) = xi(T ), x′i (0) = x′i (T ) for each i ∈ Z.
Note that if x is a solution of (2.1), then also is x + C for every constant C, so we assume ∫ T0 x0(t) dt = 0 as a
normalization condition.
By making the change of variables{
y(t) = x1(t),
di(t) = xi+1(t) − xi(t), i = 1, . . . , n − 1, (2.2)
we have the equivalent system
y′′ + cy′ = −g1(d1) + h1(t), (2.3)⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
d ′′1 + cd ′1 = 2g1(d1) − g2(d2) + hˆ1(t),
d ′′i + cd ′i = 2gi(di) − gi−1(di−1) − gi+1(di+1) + hˆi (t), i = 2, . . . , n − 2,
d ′′n−1 + cd ′n−1 = 2gn−1(dn−1) − gn−2(dn−2) + hˆn−1(t),
(2.4)
where hˆi (t) = hi+1 − hi. First, we are going to study the sub-system (2.4). Let us consider the following homotopic
system:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
d ′′1 + cd ′1 = 2g1(d1) − g2(d2) + λhˆ1(t),
d ′′i + cd ′i = 2gi(di) − gi−1(di−1) − gi+1(di+1) + λhˆi(t), i = 2, . . . , n − 2,
d ′′n−1 + cd ′n−1 = 2gn−1(dn−1) − gn−2(dn−2) + λhˆn−1(t),
(2.5)
where λ ∈ [0,1].
Lemma 2.1. Assume that
n∑
h¯j = 0. (2.6)
j=1
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‖di‖C1 Ki
for any T -periodic solutions d = (di) of (2.5) that satisfy
max
[0,T ]
di(t) R̂i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 or min[0,T ]di(t)−R̂i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Proof. We only consider T -periodic solutions d = (di) to (2.5) that satisfy
max
[0,T ]
di(t) R̂i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
the other situation can be discussed in a similar way.
By an integration of (2.5) over a period and a simple computation, where ∫ T0 gi(di(t)) dt are seen like unknowns
of a linear system of n − 1 equations, and considering (2.6), we can verify that
T∫
0
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt = λ
i∑
j=1
h¯j T , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. (2.7)
By (g0), we see that for each i ∈ Z, ∃d(i) > 0, independent of n, such that
gi(x) sgn(x) > 2
i∑
j=1
|h¯j |, ∀|x| d(i). (2.8)
So
∫
di (t)<−d(i) gi(di(t)) dt +
∫
di (t)−d(i) gi(di(t)) dt = λ
∑i
j=1 h¯j T , and then, we have
−
∫
di (t)<−d(i)
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt =
∫
di(t)−d(i)
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt − λ
i∑
j=1
h¯j T 
∫
di (t)−d(i)
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt +
i∑
j=1
|h¯j |T .
Because
T∫
0
∣∣gi(di(t))∣∣dt = − ∫
di (t)<−d(i)
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt +
∫
di (t)−d(i)
∣∣gi(di(t))∣∣dt,
we have
T∫
0
∣∣gi(di(t))∣∣dt  2 ∫
di (t)−d(i)
∣∣gi(di(t))∣∣dt + i∑
j=1
|h¯j |T 
(
2 max
[−d(i),R̂i ]
∣∣gi(x)∣∣+ i∑
j=1
|h¯j |
)
T =: M˜i . (2.9)
Now we multiply each equation of (2.5) by ect . Taking into account that d ′′i ect + cd ′iect = (d ′iect )′ and by using (2.9),
we get∥∥(d ′1ect)′∥∥L1  (2M˜1 + M˜2 + ‖hˆ1‖L1)ecT =: M1,∥∥(d ′iect)′∥∥L1  (2M˜i + M˜i−1 + M˜i+1 + ‖hˆi‖L1)ecT =: Mi, i = 2, . . . , n − 2,∥∥(d ′n−1ect)′∥∥L1  (2M˜n−1 + M˜n−2 + ‖hˆn−1‖L1)ecT =: Mn−1
after an integration over [0, T ] when c 0 and over [−T ,0] when c < 0. Taking di(t∗) = min[0,T ] di(t). Then,
∣∣d ′i (t)ect ∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫ (
d ′i (t)ect
)′
dt
∣∣∣∣∣ ∥∥(d ′iect)′∥∥L1 Mi
t∗
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it is possible to choose t˜ ∈ [0, T ], such that di(t˜) > −d(i). Then we have
∣∣di(t) − di(t˜)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
t˜
d ′i (s) ds
∣∣∣∣∣ T ∥∥d ′i∥∥∞  TMi
for all t ∈ [0, T ], so ‖di‖∞  TMi + |di(t˜)| TMi + max{d(i), R̂i} =: Ni, and so ‖di‖C1 Mi + Ni =: Ki. Thus,
Lemma 2.1 is proved. 
In the following, we will seek for the a priori bounds for the T -periodic solutions to (2.5).
Lemma 2.2. Assume (2.6). Then, there exist (R1, . . . ,Rn−1) ∈ (R+)n−1, such that∥∥di(t)∥∥C1 Ri, i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
for each T -periodic solution (d1(t), . . . , dn−1(t)) of (2.5).
Proof. By contradiction, we assume that, for a certain k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, there is a sequence {λm} ⊂ [0,1) and a
sequence of T -periodic solutions of (2.5), (dm1 (t), . . . , d
m
n−1(t)), which corresponds to the parameter λm, such that‖dmk ‖C1 → +∞ (m → +∞).
By Lemma 2.1, clearly, there are i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} such that
Qmi := max[0,T ] d
m
i (t) → +∞ (m → +∞), (2.10)
qmj := min[0,T ]d
m
j (t) → −∞ (m → +∞). (2.11)
Without loss of generality, we can suppose there is a subsequence, still noted {dmi }, such that
max
[0,T ]
∣∣dmi (t)∣∣= Qmi .
Now, we take t+m,i ∈ [0, T ) for every m, and we define
t+m,i = min
{
t ∈ [0, T ): dmi (t) = Qmi
}
.
By (2.7) and (2.8), we know that there must be tˆ ∈ [0, T ], such that dmi (tˆ ) d(i). Let
αim = max
{
t < t+m,i : d
m
i (t) = d(i)
}
,
βim = min
{
t > t+m,i : d
m
i (t) = d(i)
}
,
where d(i) is defined in Lemma 2.1. Then, we have
αim < β
i
m < α
i
m + T ,
where αim ∈ (−T ,T ), and
dmi
(
αim
)= dmi (βim)= d(i), (2.12)
dmi (t) > d(i), ∀t ∈
(
αim,β
i
m
)
, (2.13)
Qmi = max
{
dmi (t): t ∈
[
αim,β
i
m
]}
. (2.14)
Now we consider the ith equation
d ′′i + cd ′i = 2gi(di) − gi−1(di−1) − gi+1(di+1) + λhˆi(t).
In the following, we argue in two cases in order to get a contradiction.
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Qmi > max[αim,βim]
dmi+1(t), Q
m
i > max[αim,βim]
dmi−1(t) (2.15)
for every mm∗, then we multiply the ith equation by dmi (t). And we get
βim∫
αim
(
dmi
)′2
dt +
βim∫
αim
(
2gi
(
dmi
)− gi−1(dmi−1)− gi+1(dmi+1))dmi dt = −λ
βim∫
αim
hˆi(t)d
m
i (t) dt
after an integration over [αim,βim]. And then
βim∫
αim
(
dmi
)′2
dt +
βim∫
αim
(
2gi
(
dmi
)− gi−1(dmi−1)− gi+1(dmi+1))dmi dt Qmi · ‖hˆi‖L1 .
For m sufficiently large, by using the mean value theorem and taking into account (g0), we get
βim∫
αim
(
2gi
(
dmi
)− gi−1(dmi−1)− gi+1(dmi+1))dmi dt > −(gi−1(dmi−1(tm∗ ))+ gi+1(dmi+1(tm∗ )))(βim − αim)dmi (tm∗ )
> −
(
max
[−d(i−1),Qmi ]
gi−1(s) + max[−d(i+1),Qmi ]
gi+1(s)
)
TQmi ,
where tm∗ ∈ (αim,βim) and d(j) (j = 1, . . . , n − 1) are defined as in Lemma 2.1.
And in this case, from (g1) and (2.15), we get
βim∫
αim
(
dmi
)′2
dt − (Q
m
i − d(i))2
2T
Qmi · ‖hˆi‖L1 .
Since
Qmi = dmi
(
t+m,i
)= t
+
m,i∫
αim
(
dmi (t)
)′
dt + d(i)
and by using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we get
(
Qmi − d(i)
)2  (βim − αim)
βim∫
αim
(
dmi
)′2
dt  T
βim∫
αim
(
dmi
)′2
dt.
Then we have
(Qmi − d(i))2
2T
Qmi · ‖hˆi‖L1,
which contradicts (2.10).
Case two, there is a sub-sequence of function sequence {dmi+1} or {dmi−1}, still noted {dmi+1} or {dmi−1} for convince,
such that max[αim,βim] d
m
i+1(t)Qmi or max[αim,βim] d
m
i−1(t)Qmi for every m. In this case, we only discuss the former
situation, the latter situation can be discussed similarly. Obviously,
Qmi+1 := maxdmi+1(t)Qmi[0,T ]
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And then, we consider the (i + 1)th equation
d ′′i+1 + cd ′i+1 = 2gi+1(di+1) − gi(di) − gi+2(di+2) + λhˆi+1(t).
We can repeat arguing in the same way. Since the system (2.5) has finite equations, so, either there is k ∈
{i + 1, . . . , n − 2} and m∗ ∈ Z, such that
Qmk > max[αkm,βkm]
dmk+1(t), Q
m
k > max[αkm,βkm]
dmk−1(t) (2.16)
for every mm∗ and Qmk → +∞ (m → +∞); or there is not. In the former situation, we consider the kth equation
d ′′k + cd ′k = 2gk(dk) − gk−1(dk−1) − gk+1(dk+1) + λhˆk(t);
in the latter situation, we consider the final equation
d ′′n−1 + cd ′n−1 = 2gn−1(dn−1) − gn−2(dn−2) + λhˆn−1(t).
Then, it is obvious that there is a subsequence of {dmn−1}, still noted by {dmn−1} for convince, such that
max
[αn−1m ,βn−1m ]
dmn−2(t) < Q
m
n−1 = max[αn−1m ,βn−1m ]
dmn−1(t).
Now in both above situations, we can employ the same method as in case one, and we will also have a contradiction.
This complete the proof. 
Remark 2.1. Obviously, Ri > 0, i = −n, . . . , n − 1, depend not on n. In fact, if there is a subsequence of {n},
noted {nk}, and a sequence of solutions {(dnk−nk , . . . , dnknk−1)} corresponding to {λnk } ⊂ [0,1], such that (2.10) holds,
then we can argue as in Lemma 2.2 and get a contradiction when nk sufficiently large.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the results in [8] (see also Lemma 2 in [1]).
Lemma 2.3. Let F : Rn−1 → Rn−1 be a continuous function of components F = (F1, . . . ,Fn−1) defined by
F1(d1, . . . , dn−1) = 2g1(d1) − g2(d2),
Fi(d1, . . . , dn−1) = 2gi(di) − gi−1(di−1) − gi+1(di+1), i = 2, . . . , n − 2,
Fn−1(d1, . . . , dn−1) = 2gn−1(dn−1) − gn−2(dn−2)
for all (d1, . . . , dn−1) ∈ Rn−1. Assume that there exists a compact set D ⊂ Rn−1 such that(
d1(t), . . . , dn−1(t)
) ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
for any T -periodic solution of (2.5), λ ∈ [0,1]. Then, if
degB(F,Ω,0) = 0
for some Ω open bounded set containing D, there exists at least a T -periodic solution of (2.4), where degB denote
the Brouwer degree.
Theorem 2.1. Let consider system (2.1) such that (g0), (g1) are satisfied. Then, there exists at least one T -periodic
solution x ∈Hn if and only if (2.6) holds.
Proof. In order to see that condition (2.6) is necessary, we only have to add the n equations and integrate over
a period. For the sufficiency, we study the equivalent system (2.3)–(2.4). First, we are going to prove the existence of
a T -periodic solution of (2.4). By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we only have to prove that
degB(F,Ω,0) = 0,
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convex homotopy between F and F˜ : R2n → R2n defined by
F˜−n(d−n, . . . , dn−1) = 2g˜(d−n) − g˜(d−n+1),
F˜i(d−n, . . . , dn−1) = 2g˜(di) − g˜(di−1) − g˜(di+1), i = −n + 1, . . . , n − 2,
F˜n−1(d−n, . . . , dn−1) = 2g˜(dn−1) − g˜(dn−2),
where g˜ is a continuous function with continuous and positive derivative, satisfying g˜(x) > 0, ∀x ∈ R, (g1) and such
that
g˜(x) > gi(x), ∀x ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , n − 1. (2.17)
It is clear that this choice is possible. Then, the respective Brouwer degrees coincide (maybe with a large Ω) if we
find a priori estimates for the solutions of
λF(d1, . . . , dn−1) + (1 − λ)F˜ (d1, . . . , dn−1) = 0, λ ∈ [0,1], (2.18)
that is,⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
2
(
λg1(d1) + (1 − λ)g˜(d1)
)− (λg2(d2) + (1 − λ)g˜(d2))= 0,
2
(
λgi(di) + (1 − λ)g˜(di)
)− (λgi+1(di+1) + (1 − λ)g˜(di+1))
− (λgi−1(di−1) + (1 − λ)g˜(di−1))= 0, i = 2, . . . , n − 2,
2
(
λgn−1(dn−1) + (1 − λ)g˜(dn−1)
)− (λgn−2(dn−2) + (1 − λ)g˜(dn−2))= 0
with λ ∈ [0,1]. It is easy to see that λgi(di) + (1 − λ)g˜(di) can be considered as unknowns of a linear system of
equations with a unique solution, namely,
λgi(di) + (1 − λ)g˜(di) = 0, i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
From here, by using (2.17),
g˜(di) > 0, i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
and as g˜ is strictly increasing, there exists the inverse g˜−1 and
di > g˜
−1(0), i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
On the other hand,
gi(di) < 0, i = 1, . . . , n − 1,
and by (g0) it follows that there is ψi > 0 such that di < ψi for all i. In conclusion, we have found a priori bounds for
the solutions of the convex homotopy and hence it is proved that
degB(F,Ω,0) = degB(F˜ ,Ω,0)
for Ω large enough. Finally, we compute this last degree. If A is defined as the coefficient matrix of linear system
F˜ (d−n, . . . , dn−1) = 0, it is easy to prove that detA = 0. Taking into account that g˜ is strictly increasing, then the
vector field has the unique zero (ξ, . . . , ξ) with ξ = g˜−1(0). If F˜ ′ is the Jacobian matrix of the vector field F˜ , by the
definition of Brouwer degree and some easy computations we get
degB(F˜ ,Ω,0) = sign det F˜ ′(ξ, . . . , ξ) = sign det g˜′(ξ)A = 0.
Therefore, the existence of a T -periodic solution of sub-system (2.4) is proved. Finally, the existence of a T -periodic
solution of Eq. (2.3) is trivial because using (2.3) the right-hand member has mean value zero. Now, we conclude the
proof. 
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In this section, we are concerned with the existence of T -periodic solutions of the infinite system of non-
autonomous differential equations
x′′i + cx′i = gi−1(xi − xi−1) − gi(xi+1 − xi) + hi(t), i ∈ Z. (3.1)
We are going to look for T -periodic solutions of (3.1) on the configuration space
H=
{
x = {xi}i∈Z ∈ C2(R)Z:
T∫
0
x0(t) dt = 0
}
.
Theorem 3.1. Let consider system (3.1) such that (g0), (g1) are satisfied. Then, for any K ∈ R there exists a T -
periodic solution x ∈H of (3.1) such that
T∫
0
g0
(
x1(t) − x0(t)
)
dt = KT. (3.2)
Proof. The idea of the proof is to pass to the limit from a finite system. Taking K a fixed real number, we consider
the finite system of 2n + 1 equations⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x′′−n + cx′−n = −g−n(x−n+1 − x−n) + h−n(t) + K −
−n∑
i=0
h¯i ,
x′′i + cx′i = gi−1(xi − xi−1) − gi(xi+1 − xi) + hi(t), i = −n + 1, . . . , n − 1,
x′′n + cx′n = gn−1(xn − xn−1) + hn(t) − K −
n∑
i=1
h¯i .
(3.3)
This system has been studied in Section 2, and it is easy to check that the sufficient conditions of Theorem 2.1 is
satisfied and so, it has a T -periodic solution {x(n)i }i=−n,...,n. Let x0(t) be chosen such that
∫ T
0 x0(t) dt = 0. Finally,
the bounds deduced in the proof of Lemma 2.2 can be used as in [1] to prove the convergence of this sequence to a
solution of (3.1). Besides, by (2.7), condition (3.2) is obtained by adding up the equations for i = −n, . . . ,0 and then
integrating over a period and passing to the limit with λ = 1. 
Remark 3.1. For any n ∈ N, if x is a solution of homotopic equations of (3.3), which defined as in (2.5), then
T∫
0
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt = KT − λ
i+1∑
j=0
h¯j T , −n i −1, (3.4)
T∫
0
gi
(
di(t)
)
dt = KT + λ
i∑
j=1
h¯j T , 1 i  n − 1. (3.5)
So, Remark 2.1 implies that the bounds deduced in the proof of Lemma 2.2 do not depend on n but, only depend
on K, i and c.
We remark that condition (3.2) assures the existence of an infinite number of essentially different T -periodic
solutions.
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